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We generalize the Gauss algorithm for the reduction of two-dimensional lattices
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xGauss Ga1801 gave, in the language of quadratic forms, an algorithm
which reduces a basis a, b of a two-dimensional lattice and finds the two
w xsuccessive minima of the lattice. Vallee Va91 shows that the GaussÂ
2 2’ .5 5 5 5 .reduction algorithm performs at most log 2 2 r3 a q b q 22 2’1q 2
many iterations. This bound is optimal up to an additive constant. ValleeÂ
also characterizes for the lattice Z2 the minimal size input bases for which
the Gauss algorithm performs exactly k iterations. The bit complexity of
w xthe Gauss algorithm has been studied by Schonhage Sch91 in the lan-È
guage of quadratic forms.
While these results are all for the l -norm, other norms are important,2
too. The l -norm is the natural norm for integer programming problems.`
w xSchnorr Sch93 reduces the problem of factoring integers to a closest
w xlattice vector problem in the l -norm. Lovasz and Scarf LS92 propose aÂ1
generalized basis reduction algorithm that extends the L3-algorithm of
w xLenstra, et al. LLL82 to an arbitrary norm.
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Our results. We extend the Gauss reduction algorithm from the l -norm2
 .to an arbitrary norm. This generalized Gauss algorithm gGA essentially
coincides with the Lovasz]Scarf algorithm for two-dimensional latticeÂ
bases. The gGA finds for any norm the two successive minima of the
lattice. Given a reduced basis we exhibit minimal size input bases requiring
a given number of iterations. These minimal size input bases represent the
worst case inputs. They are uni¨ ersally worst case for all norms for which
the given output basis is reduced. They satisfy the same recursion which
holds true for the worst case inputs of the centered Euclidean algorithm
w xaccording to Dupre Du1846 .Â
We show that the generalized Gauss algorithm terminates for any norm
’ .  .after at most log 2 2 Brl q o 1 many iterations, where B is the’1q 2 2
maximum of the norms of the two input vectors and l is the second2
successive minimum of the lattice with respect to the given norm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce reduced
lattice bases. In Section 3 we present the generalized Gauss algorithm and
its analysis. Section 4 gives complexity bounds for the RAM-model. A
w xpreliminary version of this paper has been published by Kaib Ka91 .
2. GEOMETRICAL PRELIMINARIES
We generalize the concept of reduced lattice bases for lattices of rank 2
5 5 nto an arbitrary norm ? on R . We use the following three elementary
lemmata:
LEMMA 1. Let a, b g R n, a / 0, let F: R ª R n: j ¬ j a q b describe a
n  . 5  .5line in R and f j s F j . Then f is a con¨ex function.
LEMMA 2. Let F: R ª R n be a line in R n and j , j , h , h be four reals1 2 1 2
5  .5 5  .5with j - j , h - h , j F h , j F h . Then F j - F j implies1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
5  .5 5  .5 5  .5 5  .5 5  .5that F h F F h , and F j - F j implies that F h -1 2 1 2 1
5  .5F h .2
We will usually apply Lemma 2 in the case j s 0 and j s 1.1 2
LEMMA 3. Let M be a closed set in R n and 0 f M. Then e¨ery point in M
with minimal norm lies on the boundary of M.
 . n nThroughout the paper let a, b g R = R be basis of the two-dimen-
sional lattice L s Za q Zb. We define reduced and well-ordered lattice
bases. The reduction algorithm in the next section recurs on well-ordered
bases until a reduced basis is found.
 .DEFINITION. A lattice basis a, b is called
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5reduced if a , b F a y b F a q b and
5 5 5 5 5 5well-ordered if a F a y b - b .
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5 5 5 5By Lemma 2 a y b - b implies that
5 5 5 5b - ha q b ;h ) 0. 1 .
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Thus a, b is well-ordered iff a F a y b - b - a q b . The ith
5 5successi¨ e minimum l of a lattice L with respect to the norm ? isi
defined as the minimal real r such that there are at least i linearly
independent lattice vectors of norm at most r.
 . 5 5 5 5THEOREM 4. If a, b is a reduced basis then a , b are the two
successi¨ e minima of the lattice L s Za q Zb.
5 5 5 5Proof. W.l.o.g. let a F b . The theorem claims the following:
5 5 5 5 2a F ra q sb for all r , s g Z y 0, 0 , 4 .  .
5 5 5 5  4b F ra q sb for all r g Z, s g Z y 0 .
These inequalities follow from the inequalities
5 5 5 5a F b ,
5 5 5 5  4a F ra for all r g Z y 0 ,
5 5 5 5 < < < <b F j a q hb for all j , h g R with j , h G 1. 2 .
 .It is therefore sufficient to prove Inequality 2 . For this we show the
following.
CLAIM. Consider the four dotted areas in Fig. 1. The norm takes its
minimum in each of the four dotted areas in the points "a " b.
 .Inequality 2 is an immediate consequence of the claim and the
5 5 5 5reduction conditions b F a " b .
 .FIG. 1. Reduced basis a, b .
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Proof of the claim. Each dashed line in the figure contains three lattice
points where the middle point has minimal norm; i.e., we have
5 5 5 5 5 5" a y b G " a F " a q b ,
5 5 5 5 5 5y a " b G " b F a " b .
Lemma 2 yields
5 5 5 5 5 5" a " j b G " a " b G " a ,
5 5 5 5 5 5" j a " b G " a " b G " b
for j G 1. This proves that the points "a " b have minimal norm for the
dotted lines. By Lemma 3 the norm takes its minimum for each of the four
dotted areas on the boundary, i.e., on the dotted lines. This proves the
claim.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE GENERALIZED GAUSS
ALGORITHM
We extend the Gauss basis reduction algorithm from the l -norm to an2
arbitrary norm. We choose the sign of the basis vectors in the algorithm so
that the algorithm recurs on well-ordered bases. As a consequence all
occurring integral reduction coefficients m are positive.
 .THE GENERALIZED GAUSS ALGORITHM gGA .
 .INPUT a well-ordered lattice basis a, b .
5 5 5 5WHILE b ) a y b DO
1. b [ b y ma,
5 5where the integer m is chosen to minimize the norm b y ma .
5 5 5 52. IF a q b - a y b THEN b [ yb.
3. Swap a and b.
END WHILE
 .OUTPUT a, b .
Comments. 1. The exchange in Step 3 produces either a well-ordered
or a reduced basis. The algorithm traverses, upon exit of Step 3 resp.
.entry of Step 1 , a sequence of well-ordered bases until a reduced basis is
produced.
2. The algorithm terminates after finitely many steps because the
norm of the basis vectors decreases in every, except the last, iteration.
3. To have a well-defined algorithm we require to choose in Step 1
5 5the smallest m that minimizes b y ma .
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We associate with an input basis the sequence of lattice bases occurring
in the algorithm upon exit of Step 3. The bases of this sequence are all
 .  .well-ordered, except that the final basis is reduced. If b, c , a, b are two
 .consecutive bases in any of these sequences we call a, b the successor
 .  .  .basis of b, c and b, c a predecessor basis of a, b . A well-ordered basis
has at most one successor basis but may have infinitely many predecessor
bases corresponding to runs of the algorithm with various input bases. If
 .  .b, c is a predecessor basis of a, b we call the vector c a predecessor of
 .  .a, b . The transition of a well-ordered basis b, c via Steps 1]3 to its
 .successor basis a, b is of the form
1 ym 1 0 0 1a, b [ b , c .  .  /  / / 0 « 1 00 1
y«m 1s b , c s « c y mb , b , 3 .  .  . . /« 0
where « s "1 denotes the possible change of sign in Step 2. We see that
the predecessor c is of the form c s « a q mb. The following lemma
 .characterizes the predecessors of a well-ordered basis a, b . It generalizes
w xLemma 1 of Vallee Va91 .Â
 .LEMMA 5. If a, b is a well-ordered lattice basis then a ¨ector c s « a q
 .mb is a predecessor of a, b if and only if either « s 1, m G 2 or « s y1,
m G 3.
 .Lemma 5 shows that the set of predecessor bases of a, b does not
 .depend on the norm; i.e., if a, b is well-ordered for two distinct norms
then its two sets of predecessors coincide.
 .Proof. Since a, b is well-ordered we have
5 5 5 5 5 5a F a y b - b . 4 .
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5The predecessor basis b, c is well-ordered iff b F b y c - c . We
consider the lines
F j s j a q b .
G j s 1 y j a qj b .  .
Hq j s j b q a .
Hy j s j b y a .
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 .which are shown in Fig. 2. Inequality 4 implies that
5 5 5 5F 0 s b y a - b s F 1 .  .
5 5 5 5G 0 s a - b s G 1 .  .
y y5 5 5 5H 0 s a F b y a s H 1 . .  .
5  .5 5  .5 5 y .5Thus by Lemma 2 F j and G j is strictly increasing and H j is
 .increasing i.e., nondecreasing for j G 1. This yields a corresponding
inequality for Hq:
qH 0 s G 0 .  .
- G 1 s F 1 .  .
q- F 2 s H 1 . .  .
 .We decide for all possible cases of m and « s "1 whether b, c is
well-ordered.
5 5 5 . 5 5 y .5« s 1, m F y1: Then b y c s 1 y m b y a s H 1 y m G
y . 5 5 5 5  .H ym s y a y mb s c . Thus b, c is not well-ordered.
5 5 5 . 5 5 q .5« s y1, m F 0: Then b y c s 1 y m b q a s H 1 y m G
q . 5 5 5 5  .H ym s a y mb s c . Thus b, c is not well-ordered.
 .FIG. 2. Well-ordered basis a, b .
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5 5 5 5 5 5  .m s 0: Then c s a - b and b, c is not well-ordered.
5 5 5 5 5 5  .m s 1: Then b y c s a - b and b, c is not well-ordered.
5 5 5 5 5 5  .« s y1, m s 2: Then b y c s a y b - b and b, c is not well-
ordered.
5 5 5 5 5 q .5 5 q .5« s 1, m G 2: Then c s a q mb s H m ) H m y 1 s
5  . 5 5 5 5 q .5 5  .5 5  .5 5 5a q m y 1 rb s b y c G H 1 s F 2 ) F 1 s b . Thus
 .b, c is well-ordered.
5 5 5 5 5 y .5 5 y« s y1, m G 3: Then c s y a q mb s H m G H m y
.5 5 5 5 y .5 5  .5 5  .5 5 5  .1 s b y c G H 2 s G 2 ) G 1 s b . Thus b, c is well-
ordered.
For the analysis of the algorithm we consider the sequence of well-
ordered bases that is traversed upon exit of Step 3. We index this sequence
 .  .  .in reverse order b , b , . . . , b , b so that b , b is the input basis,0 1 k kq1 k kq1
 .  .b , b is the last well-ordered basis, and b , b is the reduced output0 1 y1 0
 .basis. Let « , m be the coefficients which, according to Eq. 3 , transformi i
 .  .b , b into the successor basis b , b . We havei iq1 iy1 i
y« m 1i ib , b s b , b .  .iy1 i i iq1  /« 0i
0 « 0 « 0 «1 2 kb , b s b , b ??? . .  .k kq1 0 1  /  /  /1 m 1 m 1 m1 2 k
The latter matrix product can be expressed by the generalized continuants
w xwhich Rieger R78 has introduced for the analysis of the centered Eu-
clidean algorithm. These polynomials
x ??? x2 n w xg Z x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y2 n 1 ny ??? y1 n n
are recursively defined as
s 0, s 1, s y ,1y1 0 y1 1
x ??? x x ??? x x ??? x2 n 3 n 4 ns y q x . 5 .1 2y ??? y y ??? y y ??? y1 n 2 n 3 nn ny1 ny2
An easy induction shows that
« ??? « « ??? «3 ky1 3 k« «1 1m ??? m m ??? m2 ky1 2 k0 « 0 « ky2 ky11 k
??? s . /  /1 m 1 m « ??? « « ??? «1 k 2 ky1 2 k 0m ??? m m ??? m1 ky1 1 kky1 k
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Hence
« ??? « « ??? «3 k 2 kb s « b q b . 6 .kq1 1 0 1m ??? m m ??? m2 k 1 kky1 k
There is a simple formula for the continuants with m s 2, « s 1:j j
1 iq1 iq11 ??? 1 ’ ’T [ s 1 q 2 y 1 y 2 . 7 . .  .i 2 ??? 2 ’2 2i
 .Simultaneous induction on i, via Eq. 5 , yields the following inequalities:
LEMMA 6. Let m G 2 for « s 1, and m G 3 for « s y1. Thenj j j j
« ??? « « ??? « « ??? «2 i 2 i 3 iG T , G 2 .im ??? m m ??? m m ??? m1 i 1 i 2 ii i iy1
LEMMA 7. E¨ ery sequence of successi¨ e well-ordered bases
 .  . 5 5 5 5b , b , . . . , b , b satisfies b G T b .0 1 k kq1 kq1 k 1
 .Proof. We see from Lemma 6 that the coefficient of b in Eq. 6 is1
positive and the coefficient of b has sign « . We distinguish two cases:0 1
Case 1. « s 1. We have1
« ??? «2 k5 5 5 5 5 5b G b G T b .kq1 1 k 1m ??? m1 k k
 .  .  .The first inequality follows from Eq. 6 by Inequality 1 since b , b is0 1
well-ordered. The second inequality holds by Lemma 6.
5 5 5 5  .Case 2. « s y1. We have b - b since b , b is well-ordered.1 0 1 0 1
 .Therefore Eq. 6 and the triangular inequality yields
« ??? « « ??? «2 k 3 k5 5 5 5b G y b .kq1 1m ??? m m ??? m /1 k 2 kk ky1
The right-hand factor can be simplified to
« ??? «« ??? « « ??? « 2 k2 k 3 ky s .m ??? m m ??? m m y 1 ??? m .1 k 2 k 1 kk ky1 k
 .To verify this equation develop its first and last term via Eq. 5 . Finally
the claim follows from Lemma 6 since m G 3.1
We consider the number of iterations of the gGA or equivalently the
number of traversed well-ordered bases. We bound this number as a
5 5function of B [ b rl where b is the largest input vector.2
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 . 5 5THEOREM 8. The gGA performs on input a, b , for B s b rl ª `, at2’ .  .most log 2 2 B q o 1 many iterations where l is the second succes-’1q 2 2
si¨ e minimum of the lattice.
Remark. If the input basis is not well-ordered there may be an extra
’ .iteration. The o-term is at most 2 y log 4 2 f 0.0339 where the’1q 2
maximum occurs in case of a single iteration.
 .  .Proof. Let b , b be a well-ordered input basis and b , b thek kq1 y1 0
output basis. There are k q 1 iterations. Lemma 7 tells us that
5 5bkq1
T F F B.k 5 5b1
 .Equation 7 implies that
1 kq1 kq1’ ’1 q 2 y 1 y 2 F B , .  .’2 2
and thus we have
’k q 1 F log 2 2 B q o 1 . .’1q 2
for B ª `.
The bound of Theorem 8 is optimal for all norms:
 . 5 5 5 5THEOREM 9. Let b , b be a reduced basis with b F b andy1 0 y1 0
b s b q 2b for i s 0, . . . , k. Then the gGA performs on inputiq1 iy1 i
 .  .  .b , b exactly k q 1 iterations where k q 1 G log 2 B y 1 q o 1’k kq1 1q 2
5 5and B s b rl .kq1 2
Remarks.
v The difference of the upper and lower bound in the above two
’ .  .  .theorems is 1 q log 2 q o 1 f 1.393 q o 1 .’1q 2
v In the particular case that b , b are the integers b s 0, b s 1y1 0 y1 0
the recursion b s b q 2b for i s 0, . . . , k yields, according to DupreÂiq1 iy1 i
w xDu1846 , the minimal integers b , b for which the centered Euclideank kq1
w xalgorithm performs exactly k q 1 divisions. Vallee Va91 has extendedÂ
this minimality, in the case of the l -norm, to bases of the lattice Z2.2
v The novelty in Theorem 9 is that the recursion b s b q 2biq1 iy1 i
for 0 s 1, . . . , k is valid for all norms, all lattices, and all reduced output
 .bases b , b .y1 0
 .For the proof we characterize the well-ordered predecessor bases b, c ,
 .c s « a q mb, of reduced bases a, b . This extends Lemma 5.
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 .LEMMA 10. Let a, b be a reduced basis and c s « a q mb where
« s "1 and m g Z.
5 5 5 5  .  .  .1. If a F b and « , m / y1, 2 then b, c is well-ordered iff
m G 2.
5 5 5 5  .2. If b F a then b, c is not well-ordered for m F 0 and well-
 .ordered for « s 1, m ) 2l rl y 1, and for « s y1, m ) 2l rl , where2 1 2 1
 .l s l Za q Zb .i i
 .Proof of Theorem 9. The bases b , b for i s 0, . . . , k are all well-i iq1
ordered. This holds by Lemma 10 for i s 0 and by Lemma 5 for i ) 0.
Hence the gGA performs on input b , b exactly k q 1 iterations withk kq1
all reduction coefficients equal to 2, and then finds the reduced basis
 .  .b ,b . Equation 6 implies thaty1 0
b s T b q T b .kq1 ky1 0 k 1
5 5 5 5  .Thus we see from b s l , b F 3l and Eq. 7 that0 2 1 2
5 5b F T q 3T l .kq1 ky1 k 2
’1 q 3 1 q 2 .k’s 1 q 2 l 1 q o 1 , . . . 2’2 2
 .  .hence k G log 2 B y 2 q o 1 .’1q 2
Proof of Lemma 10. We collect facts that cover all the claims. The basis
 .b, c is well-ordered iff
5 5 5 5b F « a q m y 1 b - « a q mb . 8 .  .
5 5 5 5If a F b the left-hand inequality holds by Theorem 4 iff m / 1. This
5 5 5 5inequality is trivial for b F a .
 .For the right-hand inequality we consider the line H j s « a q j b,
 . 5  .5 5 5 5 5assuming that a, b is reduced. We have H y1 s « a y b G a s
5  .5 5 5 5  .5H 0 F « a q b s H 1 . For m F 0 Lemma 2 implies that
5 5« a q m y 1 b s H m y 1 G H m s « a q mb . .  .  .
 .Hence b, c is not well-ordered. This proves all claims in the case m F 0.
Now let m G 1. We have
5 5« a q m y 1 b s H m y 1 F H m s « a q mb . 9 .  .  .  .
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5 5 5 5If « s y1 we have a F l F c which shows that2
1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5b s a q c F c . 10 .
m m
5 5 5 5  . 5 5If « s 1 the inequality b y a F a q b s H 1 F c implies that
1 2
5 5 5 5b s b y a q c F c . 11 .  .
m q 1 m q 1
 .  .Now assume that the left-hand Inequality 8 holds but b, c is not
 .well-ordered. In this case equality must hold in Inequality 9 . This implies
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5that b, c is reduced and thus b s l , c s l . Moreover if a F b ,1 2
 . 5 5 5 5i.e., the right-hand Inequality 8 does not hold, we have b s l s c ,2
and thus the inequalities above imply that m F 1 for « s 1 and m F 2 for
5 5 5 5  .« s y1. On the other hand, if b F a , Inequality 10 yields m F
 .  .  .2 l rl and Inequality 11 yields m F 2 l rl y 1.2 1 2 1
 .The claims in case m G 1. For those « , m where it is claimed that b, c
 .is well-ordered we have shown, assuming that b, c is not well-ordered, an
5 5 5 5inequality excluding this m. Moreover, in the case that a F b , we have
 .shown that b, c is not well-ordered if m s 1.
Remark. In the indefinite cases of Lemma 10, i.e.,
v 5 5 5 5a F b , « s y1, m s 2,
v 5 5 5 5  .b F a , « s y1, 1 F m F 2 l rl ,2 1
v 5 5 5 5  .b F a , « s 1, 1 F m F 2 l rl y 1,2 1
 .the above proof shows that b, c is either reduced or well-ordered. Both
reduced and well-ordered bases do actually occur, as the norm and the
lattice vary, in each of the three cases. However there is only one
5 5 5 5indefinite case for the Euclidean norm, namely b F a and « s y1,
m s 1.
4. TIME BOUNDS
The generalized Gauss algorithm described in the last section needs
n 5 5access to a norm oracle which for given a g R outputs a . We give time
bounds for the RAM model with the arithmetic operations multiplication,
division, addition, subtraction, comparison, and next integer computation
at unit costs. We count for steps arithmetic steps and oracle calls. In this
section we prove the following.
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5 5THEOREM 11. Gi¨ en an oracle for an arbitrary norm ? there is an
5 5 n  algorithm which ? -reduces a gi¨ en basis a, b g R using O n log n q
. . 5 5 5 5.l rl q log B many steps where B s max a , b rl .2 1 2
5 5 nEfficient ? -reduction. For an efficient reduction of a basis a, b g R
5 5in an arbitrary norm ? we first reduce a, b in the norm corresponding to
 :a suitable inner product , and we subsequently reduce the resulting basis
5 5  :in the ? -norm. We initially perform a , -reduction since it only costs
 .O 1 arithmetic steps per iteration.
 :  n < 5 5 4The inner product , is chosen so that x g R x F 1 is spherical in
5 5 :1r2 5 5 :1r2 .  1.5.nthe sense that max x y, y r y x, x s O n . The exis-x, y g R
 : w xtence of , follows from Le83 , see construction of t in Section 2, pp. 542
ff. We assume that the inner product is given, we do not count the steps
 :1r2  :1r2 .for producing it. The constant B s max a, a , b, b rl satis- ,: 2,  ,:
 1.5 .fies B s O n B . ,:
 :  .The initial , -reduction in O n q log B arithmetic steps. In each itera-
tion we transform the Gram matrix
 :  :a, a a, b
G s  / :  :b , a b , b
 .  .and the transformation matrix H g GL Z satisfying a , b sn cur r ent cur r ent
 . ia , b H as G [ S GS, H [ HS wherein put in put
y«m 1
S s  /« 0
 :  :and m is the integer closest to a, b r a, a . Each iteration requires six
multiplications, six subtractions, one division, and one next integer compu-
 .  . tation. The initial resp. final transformations of a, b into G resp. back
 ..from H into a, b require 7n multiplications and 5n y 3 additions.
 :According to Theorem 8 the entire , -reduction of a, b is done in
 .   ..O log B s O log B q n iterations. ,:
 .  .Computing m in O 1 resp. O log l rl oracle steps. Let2 1
n n 5  . 5m: R = R ª Z denote the function that minimizes b y m a, b a . For
5 5 5 5a given well-ordered basis a, b we have to compute m s b " x r a
 .  . <where x, a is the successor basis of a, b . By the inequality m y
5 5 5 5 < 5 5 5 5b r a F x r a we can compute m, via the bisection method, using
 5 5 5 5.O log x r a oracle steps. Except for the final iteration we always have
5 5 5 5  .x - a and the step bound is O 1 . For the final iteration we have
5 5 5 5x r a F l rl .2 1
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5 5   ..The final ? -reduction in O n log n q l rl steps. It follows from2 1
5 5Theorem 8 that the final ? -reduction requires at most
5 5 :1r2x y , y’ nlog 2 2 max q 1 q o 1 s O log n .  .’1q 2 x , y g R 1r2 /5 5 :y x , x
 .many iterations. Every iteration, except the final one, requires O 1 norm
 .computations and O n arithmetic steps. The final iteration costs
 .  .O log l rl norm computations and O n log l rl arithmetic steps.2 1 2 1
 .The case of the l l -norm. There are particularly efficient algorithms1 `
to compute m for the l - and l -norm. For the l -norm the real t1 ` 1
5 5 < <minimizing b y ta is the generalized median, with weights a , of the1 i
component fractions b ra for i s 1, . . . , n which can be computed usingi i
 . 5 5O n arithmetic steps. For the l -norm the graph of the function b y ta ``
with real indeterminate t is the maximum polygon of the 2n lines " b yi
.  .ta . We sort, using O n log n arithmetic steps, these lines in order ofi
 .descending gradient. A subsequent scan of the lines computes, using O n
arithmetic steps, the vertices of the polygon and in particular its minimal
5 5point which yields the real t that minimizes b y ta . Details can be`
w xfound in KS93 .
 .  .Hence the l l -norm reduction of a, b takes at most O log B q n log n1 `
5 5 5 5. 5 5  .arithmetic steps where B s max a , b rl and ? is the l l -norm.2 1 `
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